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Abstract. We study two special classes of regular events: the piecewise testable vents and the 
events of dot-depth one. Several characterizations of these events are given, especially in terms 
of their minimal automaton. 
1. Introduction 
Section 1.1. 
Regular events over a finite alphabet 2 (which will always contain at least two 
elements) are constructed from the finite word sets over Z by boolean operations 
together with concatenation and * operation. Kleene's theorem asserts that the 
regular events are exactly the set of words accepted by some finite-state automaton. 
Star-free events are constructed like regular events with the restriction that the * 
operation is now allowed; they have been characterized in the work of Schiitzenber- 
get [6]. In past years, a lot of work has been devoted to the study of some special 
subclasses of the class of star-free vents; among these classes, the best understood 
are the piecewise testable events and the events of dot-depth one. 
Definition 1.1. (i) A regular event is piecewise testable if it is a boolean combination 
of events 
~*a l .~*a2  . . . an_ l~*a~*  
where a l , . . .  , an are elements of,~. 
(ii) A regular event is of dot-depth one if it is a boolean combination of events 
Wo,d~gWi . . .  Wn_l,d~gWn 
where w0, . . . ,  wn are words over Z (i.e., elements of Z*). 
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Actually, the events of dot-depth one are the simplest of  a whole hierarchy; for 
more details on the dot-depth hierarchy, the reader is referred to [2, 7]. Recently, 
Thomas [9] has shown that, by identifying words with suitable finite models, one 
could relate the dot-depth hierarchy with the so-called En-hierarchy of first order 
logic, based on the number of alternating quantifiers. The starting point of our 
investigations i  the following result, which is apparently free from logic but whose 
flavour is reminiscent of some classical results in model theory. 
Theorem 1.2. A regular event W is piecewise testable if and only if the following 
condition holds: 
(F) For any infinite sequence of words (ui) such that ui is a subword of ui+~, one of 
the sets 
{i: ui~ W}, {i: ui~ W} 
is finite. 
Note. Recall that a word u is a subword of v i f  v can be written as 
V = WoUlWlU 2 . . . Wn--lUnWn 
where Wo, • • •, w, are words and u~, . . . ,  Un are the letters of the word u. We write 
u Iv if u is a subword of v. 
Condition (F), which we call the finiteness condition, is highly ineffective in 
character; in order to give an effective version of the above result, we introduce 
some definitions: a tower is a finite sequence of words (ui), 1~< i~ < m; m is the 
length of the tower; given any event W, we define an alternation of the tower with 
respect o W to be any index i such that 
(i) either ui ~ W and ui+l ~ W, 
(ii) or else ui ~ W and ui+l ~ W. 
We can now state the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.3. Let W be a regular event and N the number of states of the minimal 
automaton accepting W; if W is piecewise testable, then any tower has at most 2 Irl2N 
alternations with respect o W. 
As we already pointed out, much is known about piecewise testable events; 
especially, Simon has given a nice algebraic haracterization of piecewise testable 
events in terms of their syntactic monoid [8]; we make use of another characterization 
also due to Simon [8] which we now describe. 
Let M be a finite state automaton; we denote by Q its set of states, by Z its 
alphabet and by 6 its transition function; M can be turned into a directed graph 
G(M) with set of vertices Q by letting the edges be the pairs (p, q) such that there 
is a transition from p to q; similarly, if F is a subset of Z, we can define another 
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directed graph G(M,  F), with set of vertices Q, by only considering those transitions 
which correspond to letters in F. We now give some definitions concerning raphs. 
Definition 1.4. Let G be a directed graph, V its set of vertices, p an element of V; 
the set 
C(p)  = {q ~ V: q =p or there is a path fromp to q} 
is called the component of p. 
If X is a subset of V, then x is strongly connected if, given any two members of 
X, p and q, p belongs to C(q) and q to C(p) ;  a strongly connected component (SCC) 
is any maximal strongly connected subset of V. 
We now state Simon's result. 
Theorem 1.5. Let W be a regular event and let M be the minimal automaton accepting 
W; W is piecewise testable if and only if the following two conditions hold: 
(i) G( M)  is a directed acyclic graph, 
(ii) for any subset F of Z, each component of G( M, F) has an unique maximal state. 
Note. An acyclic directed graph is partially ordered by the relation "p = q or there 
is a path from p to q";  thus, we can define a vertex to be maximal with respect o 
this ordering. 
Actually, in establishing the sharp bound of Theorem 1.3, we give a full proof of 
Theorem 1.5; we feel this proof is of independent interest but we mainly include it 
as a model for subsequent arguments dealing with events of dot-depth one. 
Section 1.2 
In order to develop a parallel treatment in the case of events of dot-depth one, 
we introduce a new relation on words. Let k be an integer, k I> 0; if u, v are words 
over an alphabet ,~ of respective length m, n, they can be written as 
U = U I . . .  Urn, V '~ V! . . .  Vn, 
where U l , . . .  , Urn , VI,. . .  , V n are letters; we define a k-embedding from u to v to be 
an increasing application 
O: {1, . . . , m}->{1, . . . ,  n} 
such that 
(i) O(j)=j ,  j = 1 , . . . ,  k, 
(ii) O(m- j )  = n - j ,  j=  1 , . . . ,  k, 
(iii) ui+j = voti)÷j, i= 1 , . . . ,  n, j =0, . . . ,  k, i+j<~ n. 
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This means that u is a subword of v including the first k letters of v and its last k 
letters and such that any letter used to build u is followed by the same k letters in 
u and in v. 
We write U<akV if there is a k-embedding from u to v. A k-tower is an finite 
sequence (ui) such that ui <kU~+l; an infinite k-tower is defined similarly. 
The next two results parallel Theorems 1.2 and 1.3. 
Theorem 1.6. A regular event W is of dot-depth one if and only if for some integer k 
the following condition holds: 
( C~k) for any infinite k-tower (ui), one of the sets 
{i:ui~ W}, {i:ui~ W} 
is Jinite. 
Theorem 1.7. I f  W is an event of dot-depth one and N is the number of states of the 
minimal automaton accepting W, then any N3-tower has at most 2 I~lN~ alterations 
with respect o W. 
There is also a suitable analog of Theorem 1.5 which will be stated in due course; 
it provides a rather technical characterization which bears some resemblance with 
Knast's [4] algebraic haracterization of events of dot-depth one, although we do 
not use this result here. Our characterization yields a quite efficient procedure to 
determine whether or not a given automaton accepts an event of dot-depth one; 
this algorithmic approach will appear in another paper. 
2. Piecewise testable events and their automataDProof of Theorem 2.1 
Section 2. I 
We let W be a regular event, M be the minimal automaton accepting W, and N 
be its number of states. The present section is devoted to the proof of the next 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) W is piecewise testable, 
(ii) any infinite tower has finitely many alternations w.r.t. W, 
(iii) any finite tower has at most 21~12N alternations w.r.t. W, 
(iv) G( M) is acyclic and, for any subset F of the alphabet ,T,, G( M, F) has a unique 
maximal state. 
Note. All relevant definitions appear in the introductory Section 1. 
It is clear that (iii) -> (ii); we prove the implications (i) --> (ii), (ii) -~ (iv), (iv) -* (iii) 
and (iv)-> (i). 
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Section 2.2 
We first establish the implication (i)--> (ii). If u is a word, u = u~ ..,. u,, where 
Ul , . . . ,  u, are letters of ~, we let 
S(u)  = Z*u~*  . . . ~*u ,Z*  
A regular event is simple if it is obtained from languages of the forr0 S(u)  by finite 
union and intersection. The following is proved by easy induction. 
Lemma 2.2. I f  X is a simple event, u and v are words such that u ~ X and u I v, then 
v belongs to X. 




(x, n ( z* -  Y,)), 
where, for  each i, Xi is simple as well as Y~. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. It is well known that any boolean combination of subsets 
U~,. . . ,  Uk of 2*  can be written in 'normal form' as a finite union of subsets 
Vl  r-. ~ . . . ¢.~ Vk, 
where each Vj is either Uj or Z* -  Uj; from this remark it follows that it suffices to 
establish the lemma for events Z of the form 
Vl t "~."  "nVk ,  
where each V~ is of the form either S(u)  or Z* -S (u) ;  we let 
J={ j :  Vj is ofthe form S(u)}, K={1, . . . , k} - J ;  
now, if X = ['-~j~j Vj and Y = I..Jj~ r 2~* - Vj, we note that X, Y are simple and that 
Z =Xc~ (~*-  Y); 
hence, the lemma is proved. [] 
Going back to the proof of the implication (i)--> (ii), we consider a piecewise 
testable vent 
m 
w= U (x ,n (z* -  Y,)) 
i=1 
with Xi, Y~ simple, 1 ~ i <~ m. If an infinite tower (uj) has infinitely many alternations, 
then, by taking a subsequence, we can assume that 
(i) each word uj with odd index j belongs to W, 
(ii) each word uj with even index j belongs to ,Y*- W. 
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Now, because u~ belongs to W, we can pick an integer io such that 
u, X ,n Y,o); 
now u2 belongs to X~ (by Lemma 2.2) so that it is necessarily a member of Y~ 
(otherwise we get u2 ~ W); we then define inductively ik ~ m such that 
(i) i o# i~#' ' -¢ ik ,  
(ii) U2k+l E Xik , 
(iii) U2k+2~ Yik. 
In order to define ik, we note that U2k+l belongs to W so that, for some index i ~< m, 
X, n Y,). 
Now, fo r /=0, . . . ,  k -1 ,  u21+2E Y/and  U21+21U2k+l SO that, by Lemma 2.2, /'/2k+l is 
a member of Y~,; hence it follows that the index i does not belong to {io,. . . ,  ig_~}; 
we let ik = i ; we note that, by Lemma 2.2, U2k+2 belongs to Xik ; because it is not a 
member of W, we get /'/2k+2 E Yik- 
The above inductive construction yields a contradiction as soon as k/> m because 
one cannot find m + 1 distinct elements in {1 , . . . ,  m}; thus, implication (i)--> (ii) is 
proved. 
Section 2.3 
We now turn to implication (ii)-> (iv) of Theorem 2.1. Assuming (ii) we first 
establish that the directed graph G(M) is acyclic. If 6 is the transition function of 
the automaton M, then, as usual, we extend 8 to apply to any element of Q x Z*;  
8(p, u) is  the state reached by the automaton starting in state p on the input u. 
Now, if a cycle exists, we can find distinct states p, q and words u, v of Z* such that 
8(p, u)=q, 8(q, v)=p. 
Furthermore, we can make the following remarks: 
(i) I fpo is the initial state of M, then, for some word x, 8(po, x) =p; if this was 
not true, then p could be taken off from the automaton M, contradicting its 
minimality. 
(ii) There exists states r, s of M and a word w such that 
B(p, w)= r, 8(q, w)= s, 
and r is an accepting state and s is not (or conversely); this is another consequence 
of the minimality of M. We assume,  e.g., that r is accepting and s is not; we then 
get the situation as shown by the diagram in Fig. 1. 
We let 
u2.+, = x (uv)"w,  u2.+2 = x (uv)"uw.  
Using Fig. 1, it is easy to see that (ui) is an infinite tower with infinitely many 
alternations: words of odd index belong to W and words of even index do not. 
This gives a contradiction and shows that G(M) is acyclic. 







Next, given a subset F of ,~, we show that any component C(p) of G(M, F) has 
a unique maximal state; if two such states q~, q2 can be found, then, using arguments 
similar to the above, we show the existence of a diagram of the type depicted in 
Fig. 2, where x, w are words over ~ and u, v are words over F, r~ is an accepting 
state and r2 is not (this can always be achieved by exchanging the roles of q~, q2 if 
needed). 
G xl yo  w© 
Fig. 2. 
Now, because q~ is maximal in G(M, F), we get 
8(q~,u)=B(q~,v)=q~, 
and similarly 
8(q2, u)= 8(q2, v)= q2; 
we finally define 
U2n+l = X(uv)nw,  U2n+2 = X~(Ut~)nw. 
Using Fig. 2, it is easy to check that (ui) is an infinite tower with infinitely many 
alternations: works with odd index are in W and words with even index are not. 
This gives a contradiction and finishes the proof of implication (ii) --> (iii). 
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Section 2.4 
Before proving the remaining two implications, we introduce one more definition 
taken from [8]; let u, v denote words over the alphabet ,~; if m is an integer, we 
define an equivalence relation u--mV as follows: 
u ~,~ v iff u and v have the same subwords of length <~ m. 
If u is a word, we let a (u)  denote the set of letters appearing in v; thus u ~ v 
iff a (u )= a(v) .  
Although they do not appear in [8], the following lemmas are much in the spirit 
of the combinatorial  arguments given there. We first give some notations: if u is a 
word and A is a proper subset of a(u) ,  we let aA denote the first letter of u not in 
A; thus, u can be written as 
U = UoaAU',. a(Uo) ~ A. (1) 
Equality (1) is called the left A-decomposit ion of u. 
Lemma 2.4. Let  m be an integer, m >>- 1 ; i f  u, v are  words  such that  u ~ m V and  i f  their 
left A-decompositions are written as 
U = UOaAU t, I~ = VobAt~ r,
~,)t " I then u'--m--I and aAU ~rn- !  hAl)'. 
Proof. I f  w is a subword of u' of length-- < m-1 ,  then, adding a A as a first letter, 
we get a subword ~ of u of length <~ m whose initial letter is not in A ; • appears 
as a subword of v and its first letter cannot appear in v0 because a (Vo) c_ A, hence, 
is a subword of bjtv' and therefore, w is a subword of v'; because u' and v' play 
I t~f .  symmetric roles, we get u --m-~ The second statement 7s proved similarly: if w 
is a subword o f  aAU' of length <~ m - 1, then, possibly adding aA as a first letter, 
we get a subword ~ of u whose initial letter is not in A; ~ is a subword of bAY' 
and the end of the proof  is done similarly. [] 
There is also a right A-decomposit ion of u obtained by considering the last letter 
cA not in A: 
u = ffCAUl, a(u l )  ~ A ; 
it is easy to state the analog of Lemma 2.4 for right A-decompositions. 
Lemma 2.5. Let n be an integer, n >>-1; i f  u, v are words with distinct initial letters 
such that u "2n-~ v, then there exists a sequence 
AI~ " " "~An 
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of subsets o f  Z such that 
u can be written u~ u2 . . .  Un 
V can be written v~ v2 • •. On 
with ot( ui) = ot( vi) = Ai ~ ~), i = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
Proof. By induct ion on n; if n = 1, u "1 v means a(u)  = a(v)  and the result is clear. 
If  u ~2n+l D, we consider the shortest fight factor t$ and u such that a(t~) = a (u) ;  
can be written as at~ with a(t~) = a(u) -{a};  setting A = a(u) -{a} ,  we note that 
the fight A-decomposit ion of u is given by 
U ----- uau .  
Now, we consider the fight A-decomposit ion of v, 
1) = DaD;  
by Lemma 2.4, ti ~2,~;  furthermore, ti and ~3 cannot be the empty word, otherwise, 
we get 
u = a~, v = a~, 
which contradicts the fact that u and v have distinct initial letters; we also note that 
a(aa)=a(u) ;  
performing the same operation with a in place of v and ~ in place of u, we write 
U = ~Un+l ,  V - -  ~1)n+l  
with ~z . - i  ~, ~ and e nonempty and a(un+l)= a(Vn+O; applying the inductive 
hypothesis yields the desired result. [] 
Section 2.5 
We now prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.6. Let M be a finite automaton with alphabet ~,, [~:1>~2; assume the 
following hold: 
(i) G(M)  is acyclic, 
(ii) for  any subset F of  X,, every component of  G( M, F)  has a unique maximal state; 
then, if  N is the number of states of  M and m is an integer, m >I 2(I-~l - 1)(N - 1) + 1, 
any two input words u, v, u ~m V~ carl'y the automaton into the same final state. 
Proof. We use an inductive argument; if N = 1, there is nothing to prove. 
We now assume N > 1; we let P0 be the initial state of M and 
r = {a ~,~. 8(po, a)=po}. 
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I f  F = ~, then the result is clear; else, we write down the left F-decomposit ions 
of the words u, v: 
12 : 12oa12 ' ,  1) = t )obt f  
and we distinguish two cases: 
Case 1: a and b are the same letters; in this case, words Uoa and rob both carry 
the automaton in state p = 8(po, a); we are left with words u', v' and, in order to 
process these inputs, we can restrict M to the set of states defined by the component 
C(p) ofp ;  it is easily seen that conditions (i), (ii) remain true for this new automaton 
M' ;  also, by Lemma 2.4 U'--m-~ V'; because M'  has at most N-  1 states, we have 
m-  1 1> 2(1~1- 1 ) (N-2)  + l;  
applying the inductive hypothesis, we see that u' and v' carry M'  into the same 
state, so that u and v carry M into the same state. 
Case 2: a and b are distinct letters; by Lemma 2.4, letting ~ = au' and ~ = by', 
we get ~-=_1  ~; furthermore, as ~, ~ have distinct initial letters, we may apply 
Lemma 2.5; thus, if n = [½m ], we get a sequence 
A~ ~ A2~ • • • ~ A,, 
of subsets of Z such that t~, ~3 can be written as follows: 
~ U l  " • " Un ,  ~= ~)1 " ' "  /')n 
with a(u~)= a(v~)=A~, i= 1, . . . ,  n; now AI contains both a and b and therefore 
has at least 2 elements; as (A1) is increasing it can take only IZ ] -  1 distinct values. 
For this reason one can find [n/ (~, -  1)] consecutive indices i with the same A~; 
we note that 
[n/(.,X-1)]>~ N-1  
so that we get N-1  indices i=j, i= j+ 1, . . .  i= /q  k=j+N-2 ,  such that Ai is 
the same; we let A be the common value of A~,j<~ i<~ k; letting p~ = 8(po, Ul • .. ui), 
we note that p~ is a sequence of states distinct from Po and increasing with respect 
to the ordering of G(M) ;  we also note that a(u~.., u~)=A~ so that pi belongs to 
the component  of Po in G(M, A); we let q be the unique maximal element of the 
component  of  Po in G(M, A);  
Claim: For some index i, j <~ i <~ k, p~ is exactly q. 
Proof of Claim: I f  the conclusion does not hold, (p~), j~< i~ < k, is an increasing 
sequence of  states distinct from Po and q; as there are at most N-2  such states, 
(Pi) cannot be strictly increasing, hence there exists an i such that 
Pi -= Pi+l ; 
now Pi+] = 8(pi, ui+~) so that, Vc ~ a(u~+l) = A, 8(p~, c) = p~; this means precisely that 
p~ is maximal in G(M,  A),  which implies pi = q, thus proving the Claim. '[]' 
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From the Claim, the conclusion follows if A = Z;  if not, by writing the left 
A.decomposition of u. we get 
t~ = 6c~ 
and 8(po, t~) = q; for the same reason, writing the left A-decomposition of ~3, we have 
~= t~d~ 
with 8(po, ~) = q. 
Letting u'= cff and v'= d~, we note that u'"-,,,_2v'; also, we can determine the 
state in which u (respectively v) carries M by processing the input u' (respectively 
v') with the automaton M'  obtained by restricting M to the component of q. Now, 
M'  has at most N-  1 states and therefore we can apply the induction hypothesis, 
hence, u and v carry the automaton M into the same final state. [] 
Section 2.6 
We now prove implication (iv)--> (iii) of Theorem 2.1. By Proposition 2.6, (iv) 
implies that whenever u, v are words, U"r,,V, with m = 2( l• l -1 ) (N-1)+ 1, then 
u~W ~ v~W;  
now, if a tower (ui) is given, we note that 
Ai = {w a ,Y m : W is a subword of ui} 
is increasing; furthermore, for any alternation i we get A~ ~ A~+~; because A~ is a 
subset of ,ym, it follows that there are at most [,YI m alternations. 
In order to get the simpler bound 21~12N, we make use of the following inequalities 
where log is the base 2 logarithm: 
log(l Vt m) = m log(l Vl) 2(l vl- 1) N log(I.~']) ~< =N. 
Remark. Although we have not been extremely careful in deriving the bound 21~12N 
we get a better estimate that what we could have achieved by straightforward 
application of the results of Simon [8]; we would have found something like IZI 
where v is the number of elements of the syntactic monoid, which can only be 
bounded a priori by N N. Nevertheless, as was already pointed out, full proofs were 
not included to sharpen this bound but to prepare the reader for the subsequent 
work of Section 3. 
Section 2. 7 
We close this section proving the last implication (iv)--> (i); by Proposition 2.6, 
(iv) implies that whenever u, v are words, u - , .v ,  with m = 2([,Y ] -  1)(N-  1)+ 1, then 
u~W ~ v~W 
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for any subset A of ,Y m ; we let 
W(A) :  ~ S(w)r~ ~ ~,* -S(w)  
w~A w~A 
(recall that S(u) has been defined in Section 2.2); W(A) is piecewise testable and 
is precisely one equivalence class with respect o ---,~ ; we get 
W=U{W(A) :  W(A)c_ W} 
but this is a finite union, so that W is piecewise testable. 
3. Events of dot-depth one and their automatamProof of Theorem 3.3 
Section 3. I 
We first recall the basic characterization of events of dot-depth one due to Simon 
[7]. I f  k, m are integers and v= (w~,.. . ,  Win) is an m-uple of words of length k+ 1, 
we say that v appears in a word u if u can be written as 
u : UiWiVi, i : 1, . . . , m, 
with suitable words ui, vi such that l uil is strictly increasing. 
We say that two words u, v are (m, k)-equivalent and we write u--,,,.kV if 
(i) U and v have the same k first letters, 
(ii) u and v have the same k last letters, 
(iii) the same m-uples of  words of length k + I appear in u and in v. 
Proposition 3.1 ([7]). A regular event is of dot-depth one if and only if it is a set of 
m.k equivalence classes for some integers m, k 
Section 3.2 
We now turn to automata. We let k, k ~> 1, be an integer; if M is a finite automaton 
with alphabet ~, set of states Q and transition function 8, we can consider the 
strongly connected components of G(M) ;  they are partially ordered by the relation 
"there is a path from component A to component B". 
We say that M is k-stable if, whenever p, q are states and w is a word of length 
k such that p, q, 8(p, w), 8(q, w) lie in the same SCC, then 8(p, w) = 8(q, w). Note 
that a 0-stable automaton has acyclic graph. 
I f  M is k-stable, if A is an SCC of G(M),  and if w is a word of  length k, we let 
qA(W) be the unique state p of A such that 
=lq~A, 8(q, w)=p;  
qA(W) is undefined if no'such state exists. We write 
T(A) = {wa ~ ,Sk+l : qA(W) is defined and 8(qA(W), a) ~ A}, 
S(A) = ,yk+l _ T(A). 
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Remark. Any k-stable automaton is /-stable for any l> k, so that qA(w) can also 
be defined for words of length > k: 
Lemma 3.2. Let x be an element of,Y* and w a word of length k such that q/t(W) is 
defined; then 8(qA(w), x) belongs to A if and only if every k+ 1 consecutive l tters of 
wx forrn a word of S(A). 
Proof. We prove the only implication which is not clear; assume that every factor 
of wx of length k + 1 belongs to S(A);  let p ~ A such that S(p, w) = qA(w);if S(p, WX) 
does not belong to A, we let ua be the first factor of wx of length k + 1 such that, 
after processing ua, the automaton has left A; now after processing u the automaton 
is in state qa(U) and, as ua belongs to S(A), 8(qA(u), a) ~ A; this gives a contradic- 
tion and finishes the proof of the lemma. [] 
Section 3.3 
We keep the notations of the previous section; M is a k-stable automaton. We 
now introduce additional properties of M, which will provide a characterization of
events of dot-depth one in terms of their minimal automaton. We say that two words 
u, v are k-coinitial (or simply coinitial, if k is clear from the context) if they have 
the same first k letters; we write c(u, v) if u and v are coinitial. 
A fork of type (I) is a diagram of the type depicted in Fig. 3 in a given automaton 
M, where u, v are coinitial words and A, A' distinct SCC. In Fig. 3 we say that the 





A fork of type (II) is a diagram of the type depicted in Fig. 4, where x, u are 
coinitial words of length I> k as well as y, v and A, A' are distinct SCC; we note 
that since x and y are of length I> k, states p, q are uniquely defined by C,x  and 
y: we have q = qc(x), p = qc(y); thus the fork is defined by x, y, u, v and the starting 
connected component C. 
We say that M is k-regular if M is k-stable and admits no fork of types (I) and (II). 
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Fig. 4. 
We now state our main result, which establishes a precise, level by level, charac- 
terization of  events of dot-depth one. An event of dot-depth one is of level <~ k if 
it is a set of  --,,,k equivalence classes for some m. 
Theorem 3.3. Let W be a regular event, let M be the minimal automaton accepting 





W is of dot-depth one of level <~ k, 
any infinite k-tower has finitely many alternations w.r.t. W, 
any infinite k-tower has at most  2 21"~lk+2(k+l)2N alternations w.r.t. W, 
M is k-regular. 
The rest of this paper will be devoted to the proof  of this theorem; implication 
(iii)-~ (ii) is clear; we will successively establish (i)-~ (ii), (ii) ~ (iv), (iv)--> (ii), 
(iv)-~ (iii). 
Section 3.4 
We first consider implication ( i )~  (ii); we note that, by the definition of a 
k-embedding, if u, v are words such that u ~kV, then 
(i) u, v have the same first k letters, 
(ii) u, v have the same last k letters, 
(iii) any m-uple of words of length k+ 1 appearing in u appears in v as well 
(this is because any letter used to build u is followed by the same k letters in u and 
in v). 
We now consider a regular event W of dot-depth one and of level ~< k; we let m 
be an integer such that W is a union of --m,k equivalence classes; given a k-tower 
(ui), we note that if there is an alternation ui~kui+~, then ui and u~+~ cannot be 
equivalent, hence, by the above remarks, some m-uple v of words of length k + I 
must appear in u~+~ and not in ui; as there are [~]m~k+~ such m-uples, this puts an 
upper limit of  I,S[ m~k+l~ on the number of alternations. 
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Section 3.5 
We now start proving (ii) --> (iv). We assume (ii) holds and first establish that the 
minimal automaton M of W is k-stable. 
If this is not the case, then, using arguments very similar to those used in Section 
2.3, we see that there is a diagram of the form depicted in Fig. 5, where Po is the 
initial state of M, p, p', q, q' are states in the same SCC A, u, x, y, v, w are words 





u2.+l = uw(xwyw)"v, u2,,+2 = uw(xwyw)"xwv. 
Clearly, this tower has infinitely many alternations. We claim that it is a k-tower. 
We will prove that 
U2n+ 2 -<:1 k U2n+3 ; 
the other case is similar; UE,+S is obtained from U2n+2 = UW(XWyW)nXw1.) by adding 
yw in the place squared as follows: 
u2.+3 = uw(xwyw)"xw v 
but also by adding wy as follows: 
u2.+3 = uw(xwyw)"x  wv. 
Now, it is clear that the first and last k letters are not changed by this operation; 
in order to check that adding wy does not modify the sequence of k consecutive 
letters following a given letter, it is enough to observe that wy and wv have the 
same k initial letters. 
Thus, we have contradicted our assumption; this shows that M is k-stable. 
Section 3.6 
We still assume that (ii) holds; we will now prove that M admits no fork. We 
start with forks of type (I); by now standard arguments, the existence of a fork of 
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type (I) implies the existence of a diagram of the type depicted in Fig. 6, where u, 
v are coinitial, r is accepting and s is not (notice that if A is distinct from A' then 








uz.+, = x( uv)'uw, u2.+z = xv( uv)'uw. 
As usual, this is an alternating tower and we want to show that it is a k-tower in 
order to get a contradiction. To see this, we write 
u = euo, v = evo with]e l= k 
and we note, e.g., that u2,,+s is obtained from Uz.+z by adding the factor euo: 
UEn+2 = x~"u-~eVo(uv)nuw. 
we conclude as in Section 3.6. 
We now turn to forks of  type (I I) ;  the existence of such a fork yields the diagram 
depicted in Fig. 7 with c(x,  u) and c(y, v); we let 
u2.+, = z(xy) 'u(vu) 'w,  uz.+z = z(xy) 'xvu(vu) 'w. 
As usual, we have to show that this defines a k-tower; writing x = exo, u = euo, 
]e[ = k, we note that Uzn+2 is obtained from u2~+~ by adding exov as follows: 
Uz.+z = z(xy)n[-d-~euo(VU)'~w. 
We conclude as before; the other case is obtained by writing y =fYo, v =fVo, If] = k 
and 
u2~+3 = z(xy)"x[-f-Y-~]fVoU(VU)"w. 
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In the sequel, it will be useful to consider the word obtained from a word u of 
* by packing together all the blocks of k + 1 consecutive l tters; therefore, if u is 
a word of 2"  written u~...  ur, u~ ~ ~, we define ~ to be the word on the alphabet 
k÷! given by 
~ W 1 • • . Wr -  k 
with wi = u~u~+~... Ui+k; if )t (W) denotes the last letter of a sequence of length k + 1, 
the reverse application is given as follows: if U is a word of (,vk+l),, written 
W I • . .  WI,  
then 0= wiA(w2)... A(wl). 
We will use upper case letters to denote words on •k+l; U is well formed (w.f.) 
if U = ~ for some element u of X*; this happens if any letter wi of U has a right 
factor of length k which is precisely the left factor of W,+l (if w~+~ is defined). 
Frequently, we shall use U in place of 0 ;  thus, we shall say that U and V are 
coinitial ( i f / ]  and I7" are k-coinitial) or we shall write 8(p, U) instead of 8(p, U). 
Our strategy to prove implications (iv) ~ (iii) and (iv) -~ (i) is to mimic arguments 
of Section 2.5 using t~ instead of u. This leads us to a close examination of the 
situation resulting from a factorization 
U=U1. . .  U. 
such that, if 3~ is the subset of zk+~ defined by 3~ = a(U~), we have 
(i) >I 2, 
(ii) ~l~.~2g""  " ~ ~,n  ~___ ,~  k+l .  
Such a factorization will be called a nice factorization of length n. 
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From now on we assume that M is a k-regular automaton and we let K be the 
number of its strongly connected components. 
Lemma 3.4. Given a nice factorization of length n of U with n >! K ( k + - 1) 
and a state p, we can find a subset ~ of Z k+~ depending only on the sequence (3£~) 
and an SCC of M, A such that: 
(i) X c S(A), 
(ii) given any element w of 3£, there exists a left factor uw of O such that a(ff'ff) c_ 3~ 
and both 8(p, u) and 8(p, uw) belong to A. 
Remark. S(A) is defined in Section 3.2 for k-stable automata;  it is a subset of ,~k+l 
and Zk+l_  S(A) is denoted by T(A). 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. As 13~1 >t2 and ~i is increasing, (~)  can take only [Z[ k+l -  1 
values; for this reason, we can find [n/(lZ[ 1] consecutive indices i with the 
same 3~i; we note that this means at least K(k+ 1); setting I = K(k+ 1) - 1, we have 
indices i =j, i= j+ 1, . . .  ,i i = j+ l  such that all corresponding ~ have a common 
value 3E. We let p~ = 8(p, U1 . . .  U~); now, if A~ is the SCC of state p~, we get an 
increasing sequence (A~) of length K(k+l ) ;  as there are only K components 
available, we have k + 1 consecutive indices i, i + 1, . . . ,  i + k with the same SCC, 
say A; writing 
Ul . . .  U,U,+i . . .  Ui+k = U , . . .  U,z, 
we note that z is of length ~>k and that 8(pi, z )=pi+k;  applying Lemma 3.2, it 
follows that every k+ 1 consecutive letters of z form a word in S(A) ;  this means 
a(~) c_ S(A) and, therefore, because Ui+k is a subword of z, ~ c_ S(A). 
Now if w is an element of  3~, then, as a(U~+k) is precisely ~, w appears in U~+k; 
therefore, Ui+k has a left factor U~+k ending with w; now U l . . .  U~Ui+1... l)~+k can 
be written as uw with a (~ '~)= ~, and 8(p, u)e A and 8(p, uw)e A. 
Section 3.8 
I f  p is a state of M and U is a word of ( zk+l ) , ,  any pair (3~, A) satisfying 
conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.4 will be called a limit pair for p, U. 
Lemma 3.5. I f  (~, A) is a limit pair for p, U and (3~, A') is a limit pair for q, V, 
then A = A' in both of the following cases: 
(i) p = q and U, V are coinitial, 
(ii) p, q, 8(p, e), 8(q, f )  belong to the same SCC of M where e (respectively f )  is 
the word formed with the first k letters of 0 (respectively V). 
Proof. We first establish (i). We let e be the common first k letters of 0 and 17; if 
w = ea is the left factor of  r~ of length k + 1, we can find a factor uw of 0 such that 
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(i) cr(~"~) ~ 3~, 
(ii) 8(p, u) and 8(p, uw) belong to A. 
Deleting the last letter of w, we get 
ot ('ff~) ~ ~, 8 ( p, u) and 8(p, ue ) belong to A; 
by a similar argument, we find a factor v of 17" such that 
a('ff~) c_ 3i., 8(p, v) and 8(p, re) belong to A'. 
Now u can be written as eUo, and v can be written as evo; from this it easily follows 
that any word t of {u, v} ÷ is such that a(t')___ ~ ~ S(A) m S(A'); applying Lemma 
3.2 we find that all words in u.{u, v}* carry p into a state of A and all words in 
v{u, v}* carry p into a state of A'; using k-stability, we get 
(p, uvu) = 8 (p, uvuvuvuvu); 
this, with the analogous equality for A', shows that uvu and vuv define a fork of 
type (I) starting at p; this can only happen if A = A'. 
We now turn to statement (ii). Applying arguments quite similar to the above we 
find a left factor u of O and a left factor v of k" such that 
a (u f )  c ~; a(v'e) ~ X, 
8(p, u) ~ A and 8(p, uf) ~ ,4, 
8(q, v) ~ A' and 8(q, re) ~ A'. 
We note that if C is the common SCC of p and q, we have 8(p, e)~ C; similarly, 
8(q,f) ~ C. Putting all these facts together, one gets the diagram depicted in Fig. 8. 
It is easy to complete this diagram in order to get a fork of type (I I);  this cannot 
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Section 3.9 
We now prove the following analog of Proposition 2.6. 
Proposition 3.6. Let M be a k-regular automaton, K the number of its strongly connected 
components; let ~p( K)  be equal to 2K(k+ 1)([,~[ k+~ - 1) + k; let u, v be wordS of length 
~k  having the same k last letters and such that ~,~ with m >1 q~(K); then 
(i) if u, v are k-coinitial, then they carry M into the same final state, 
(ii) if p, q are two states of a given connected component C and if S(p, e), 8(q, f )  
also belong to C (where e (respectively f )  consists of the first k letters of u (respectively 
v)), then ~5(p, u) = 8(q, v). 
Proof. The proposit ion is proved by induction. If  K = 1, then the conclusion is a 
direct consequence of k-stability. 
Before turning to the inductive step, we make some useful remarks: 
(1) If a and ~ are m-equivalent and if n is of length >>-k+r, r<~ m, then ~ has a 
left factor of the form w~ . . .  w,; now the r-uple 
v=(w, , . . . ,  w,) 
appears in v as well so that v is of length t> k + r. 
(2) If ~ and ~ are m-equivalent, m/> 1, and if we delete the first letter of both 
u, v, then the resulting words u~, v~ are such that t~ and Vl are (m-1) -equ iva lent .  
We now assume K > 1 and we-first prove (i). We let e be the word consisting of 
the first k letters of u or v and we let Co be the SCC of the initial state Po; we 
distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: 8(po, e)~ Co. In this case we shall only use the weaker hypothesis 
m I> q~(K) -2 ;  this will be important later. 
We write u = eul, v = evl; now, using remark (2) above, we see that t~l and vi are 
(m-k) -equ iva lent ;  by remark (1) above, if u is of length <2k, the same is true 
with v, and u, v are actually equal so that there is noth ingto  prove. Otherwise, we 
can apply the inductive hypothesis. I f  Ul, v I turn  tO be coinitial, this is because, by 
assumption, 
m- k >~ 2K ( k + 1)(IZI k+~- 1) -2  
2 ( r -  1) (k+ 1)(1 1 1)+2k+ 2-2  
I> 2(K - 1)(k + 1)(l~l k+~ - 1 ) + k. 
The inductive hypothesis is applied to the automaton obtained by deleting all 
elements of the SCC of Po; it is easy to check that the resulting automaton is still 
k-regular. 
I f  u~, v~ are not coinitial, then writing 
a = w, . . .  w,, Iw, I = k+ 1, 
= w',, Iw l : k+ 1, 
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there is a minimal index i, such that wi ~ w~ with i <~ k; we let p be the state reached 
after processing i -  1 letters of u (or v) and we define 
! I 
U = wi .  . . Wl, V= wi  . . . Wr .  
We note that wi and w~ have the same first k letters; also U, V are formed from 
and ~ by deleting i -  1 letters, hence they are (m -k+ 1)-equivalent. By Lemma 2.5, 
the assumption m >1 ~p(K)-2 yields subsets 
~l~"  " "-----~,~ o f~k+l  
with n >1 K(k+ 1)(I. 1 k÷' - 1), such that U and V can be (respectively) written as 
U=U,...un, v=v,...v. 
with a(Ui)= 3~; using the terminology of Section 3.7, we see that we have nice 
factorizations with the same sequence (~). Applying Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 we get a 
limit pair (~E, A) for both p, U and p, V; if U, V both belong to (S(A))*, the 
automaton ends up in same state of A, and we get the desired conclusion by 
k-stability (recall that t7 and ~ have the same k last letters); if not, we consider the 
left S(A)-decomposition of U and V: 
u= Uowf:, v= Vow' 
We let U '= wU; V'=w'V;  by Lemma 2.4, U' and V' are (m-  k)-equivalent; by 
Lemma 3.4 (ii), some factor UoWo of Uo with Iwol = k+ 1 is such that 6(p, Uo) e A. 
We write O = xU';  as Uo is a factor of x and as a(~) z S(A), we get 
p '=6(p ,x )eA .  
Similarly, writing 17 = yl?', we get 
q'=6(q,y)~A.  
The same argument yields 
8(p' ,e)~A, 8(q' , f )~A 
if w and w' are respectively written ca, fb, a, b ~ ~,. Now, in order to determine in 
which state the word u carries the automaton M, we only have to process the word 
U' starting at p'; similarly for v with 1?' and q'. To do so, we do not need the 
connected component Co of the initial state Po, hence we can apply the induction 
hypothesis provided we check that 
m-  k~ > 2(k + I ) (K -  1)(I. 1 k -  1)+ k, 
which follows from m >I ~ (K) - 2 
Case 2: a(po, e) e Co. This case is a special case of statement (ii). 
We now prove (ii) in full generality. If both a and ~3 belong to (S(C))*, then, 
by Lemma 3.2, the automaton ever leaves C while processing u, v, and we get the 
desired result by k-stability; if not, we write the left S(C) decompositions of t~ and 
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~3 as 
a = VowO, Vow'f" 
respectively, and we let 
U '= wt~, V '= w'.V, u : xU' ,  v : yl?'. 
We note that U' and V' are (m-  1)-equivalent. 
We let r=8(p ,x ) ,  s=8(q ,y ) ;  r and s are states of C and we have to process 
U', I7" respectively starting at r and s; we now distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: Letters w and w' are the same; we write w = woa, a ~ Z, and we note that 
8(r, Wo) = 8(s, Wo) = qc(wo). 
From this observation it follows that we can process both inputs U' and V' starting 
at r; now, if we delete the first letter b of U' and r~,, we are left with coinitial words 
Ul and v~ such that a~ and ~3~ are (m-2) -equ iva lent  and we can process them 
starting at 8(r, b). We note that we are actually left with a special case of (i), Case 
1 ; but this case has been established with the weaker hypothesis m I> ¢(K)  -2 .  
Case 2: w and w' are distinct; in this case, we apply Lemma 2.5; their exist subsets 
~1--" " '~n  of~k+l 
with n >- K ( k + 1)(1 1 
U'=U1. . .  Un, 
1) such that U', V' can be written as 
with a (U i )= a (V~)=~i ;  applying Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5, we get a limit (if, A) for 
both (p, U) and (q, V). The rest of the proof is similar to the proof  of statement 
(i), Case 1 ; the inductive hypothesis is applied to the automaton obtained by deleting 
the states of C ;  the inequality to be checked is 
m - 1 I> 2(k + 1)(K - 1)(1~1 1) + k, 
which follows from m I> ~ (K).  
Section 3. I 0 
We now prove implications (iv) --> (ii) and (iv) --> (iii) of Theorem 3.3. We keep 
the notations of the previous section; we claim that, if M is k-regular, then the 
event W accepted by M is a union of --=,k classes with m=~0(K)= 
2K(k+ 1)(IZI k+ l -  1)+ k; indeed, if u, v are --~,k-equivalent, then one can immedi- 
ately check that 
(i) u, v are k-coinitial, 
(ii) u, v have the same last k-letters, 
(iii) ~--m ~3. 
By a direct application of Proposition 3.6(i), u and v carry M into the same final 
state hence either they belong to W or they are both in Z* -  W. 
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Using Section 3.4 we see that, for a given k-tower, the number of alternations 
w.r.t. W is bounded by the simpler bound 2 21~lk+l(k+l)N is obtained by 
noticing that K is bounded by the total number of states N and by the following 
easy computation (where log is the base 2 logarithm): 
(k + 1)m log(I-  I) <~ 2(k + 1)2K I logl.  I <~ 2N(k  + 1)=12:l k+2 
4. Conclusion 
Section 4.1 
Having completed the highly technical proofs of Section 2, we still have to analyse 
the meaning of our results. In Section 2 we have given a precise level by level 
characterization f events of dot-depth one and of level ~</~ This provides a proof 
of Theorem 1.6. In order to establish a proof of Theorem 1.7, we still have to show 
how we can bound the integer k when an event of dot-depth one is given. 
Proposition 4.1. Let Wbe an event of dot-depth one and let M be the minimal automaton 
accepting W; if N is the number of states of the automaton M, then W is of  level <~ N 3. 
Proof. We shall use the characterization f events of dot-depth one in terms of their 
minimal automaton and establish that if M is not N3-regular, then, for any l, it is 
not/-regular. Obviously, the proof is divided into three parts corresponding to each 
of the following statements in which k is equal to N3: 
(i) M is not k-stable. 
(ii) There is a fork of type (I). 
(iii) There is a fork of type (II). 
We only consider statement (iii), the other cases are similar (but slightly simpler). 
We assume that there is a fork of type (II) starting from the strongly connected 
component C and defined by x, y, u, v with u, x k-coinitial as well as y, v; we write 
x = exo, u = euo, y =fYo, v =fvo with ]e[ = [jq = k; than we get the diagram shown in 
Fig. 9. 
We note that 
8(p, e) =p', 8(q, e) = q', 8(r, e) = r'; 
For any integer i, 0 ~< i ~< k, we let e~ be the left factor of e of length i and we define 
p,=8(p ,e , ) ,  q ,=8(q,  ei), r~=(r, ei); 
if the set of states of M is denoted by Q, the triples (Pi, qi, r~) belong to Q3. As we 
have k + 1 = N3+ 1 triples, the same value is obtained for two distinct values of i, 
say io and il, io< 6. Writing eo instead of e~, eog instead of e~, and eoge~ in place 
of e, we get, for any integer n t> 1, 
g(p, eog"e~) =p',  8(q, eog"e~) = q', 8(r, eog"e~) = r'. 





This means that the same fork can be obtained by replacing e by eognel whose 
length is l = k+ (n - 1)[gl; applying the same argument to f yields forks of type (II) 
corresponding to arbitrarily large integers l; this shows that M is /-regular for 
no/. [] 
Remark. If A is the SCC of q' and A' the SCC of r', then qi always belong to A 
and ri to A' so that N 3 can  be replaced by N[A[[A'[ is the above argument; as A 
is disjoint from A' this is bounded by/N3;  the same remark will apply for statement 
(ii); in case M is not k-stable, N 2 is sufficient. 
Section 4.2 
Keeping the same notations as above, we now establish Theorem 1.7, i.e., we 
N3 
show that any N3-tower has at most 2 I~l alternations. 
When N is 1 or 2, it is easy to give a direct argument: if N = l, no alternation 
is possible; if N = 2 and M has only one SCC, then M is k-regular for some k if 
and only if it is 1-stable; this means that the final state is determined by the last 
letter; hence a 1-tower has no alternation; if N =2 and M has two SCCs, then 
there is at most one alternation. 
We now assume N t> 3; by the remark of Section 3.1 and by Theorem 3.3, the 
number of alternation of an N3-tower is bounded by 
L = 2 2['Ylk+2(k+l)2N 
with k ~ sup{N 2, ¼N 3} ~ ½N3; taking logarithms, we get 
log L~< 2(/N3+ 1)2N[~Y[ N3/3+2. 
This gives 
log L ~< 2(½N3) 2NI~I N3/3÷= N'I I N /3÷2  3/3+7,o, N÷2 1 1 3; 
this is precisely the bound that was announced. 
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Section 4.3 
We close this paper by briefly discussing algebraic issues, which were avoided 
until now. If W is a regular event, we denote by S its syntactic semigroup; if k is 
an integer, S k consists of all elements of S that can be written as a product of k 
elements. 
Now, if M is the minimal automaton accepting W, it is not very difficult to show 
that M is k-stable if and only if, for some n, the following condition holds: 
Ve ~ S k ~[X E S Vy ~ S (exey)"e = (exey)nexe; (2) 
n can actually be taken to be the number of states of M. 
Similarly, granted k-stability, the fact that there is no fork of type (I) can be 
translated into the equation 
ey( exey)"e = ( exey)"e (3) 
with e~ S k, x~ S, y~ S. 
Finally, granted k-stability, the fact that no fork of type (II) can exist is equivalent 
to the existence of n such that 
( eafb )" e(xfye)" = ( eafb )" eafye( xfye )" ( 4 ) 
with e~ S k, f~  S k, x~ S, y~ S. 
Therefore, it is possible to show that the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 4.2. A regular event W is of dot-depth one of level <~ k if and only if, for 
some n, its syntactic semi-group S satisfies the following conditions, where e, f are 
elements of  S k and x, y elements of S 
(i) ( exey )"e = ( exey )" exe = ey( exey )" e, 
(ii) (eafb)ne(xfye)" = ( eafb )" eafye( xfye )". 
If e, f are idempotent, hen they belong to S k and, therefore, we see that if W is 
of dot-depth one, its syntactic semigroup satisfies Knast's [4] condition: 
( eafb )"e( xfye )" = ( eafb )"eafye( xfye )" 
for any x, y in S and any idempotent elements e, f. 
As noticed by Knast, the analog of (i) for idempotent e is a consequence of 
Knast's condition; using the analysis of Section 3.1 together with the properties of 
the sequence of powers of a given element g of S, it is possible to give an alternative 
proof of the fact that Knast's condition is also sufficient; we will not pursue this 
matter here. 
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